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TOPIC DISCUSSION

http://www.smartjuniorsacademia.com/signup/personalinformation

Smart Juniors Academia
Shaping Bright Futures, One Child at a Time

1 2 3 4

Please answer the questions to complete your profile.

How often do you go online?

How much time do you spend on the internet?

What do you enjoy doing most online?

Home   |   Search  |   Videos   |   Games   |   FAQs   |   Profile

Academia
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VOCABULARY LEARNING

Match the pictures to the words.Purpose

Hello, Jasmine.

Hi there, Ryan.

How is everything there?

Everything is good. Nothing has changed.

How about 

15 MUST-TRY RECIPES

Revamp your standard meal rotation 

with these easy 15 must-try recipes.

Kiana Pratts

Updated: November 6, 2023

Moroccan Apricot Chicken

Traditionally, Moroccan chicken with 

apricots includes chili pepper paste, but I 

use chili sauce in my version. Serve it 

alone or with couscous for a heartier meal. ShareLike

YouMe

Home

Shorts

Library

History

Downloads

Comment
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VOCABULARY LEARNING

Read the self-descriptions and guess what we can call them. People

I subscribe to or 
follow another 
person's social 

media accounts or 
content channels.

I create and share 
various forms of 
content online. 
They could be 

articles, videos, 
images, etc.

I produce video 
content about 
travel, fashion, 

beauty, 
and more for 

online platforms.

I write articles to 
share my thoughts, 
experiences, ideas, 

or opinions on 
specific topics. 

I watch or view 
content, such as 

videos, live 
streams, TV 

programs, movies, 
and more.
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VOCABULARY LEARNING

Do you know what the listed words mean in a social media context? 
Complete Techy's blog with the correct words. 

Actions

download

follow

comment

browse

send an emoji

share a meme

go live

take a selfie

upload

1. Open your favorite social media application. 

2. Once it’s open, you can _____ through your feed to see what’s new. 

3. Click the ‘_____’ button to stay updated with your friends’ posts. 

4. When you want to make your friends laugh, you can ________ with them. 

5. You can even _____ it to your device to have a copy of it. 

6. When you find a post you like, leave a _____ to engage with others. 

7. You may also _______ to express your reactions. 

8. When you feel like posting, you can _______ and _____ it to your profile. 

9. If you have news to share, click on the ‘_______’ button to start a live stream.  

Techy Jedy
Updated: October 30, 2023

9 Social Media Basics You Can Do
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VOCABULARY LEARNING

Match the terms on the left with their correct definitions on the right.Media

• 1. It is a collection of webpages on the internet that are linked together.

• 2. It is a film or video that presents factual content about real-life events.

• 3. It is a written or spoken document that presents information about a topic.

• 4. This refers to websites and apps that let people connect online.

• 5. It is the practice of gathering news and reporting it to the public. 

• 6. This is a type of website that publishes articles about specific topics.

• 7. It is like a radio show that you can listen to on the internet.
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PRACTICE TIME
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Identify the speaker in each sentence.

1. I write blogs and post them on my website regularly. 

2. I react by sending an emoji to a vlogger. 

3. I often go live streaming to update my followers about my life. 

4. I usually browse my favorite video channels and share memes with my friends.

5. I always enjoy listening to Jasmine when she is chatting with her friends on her podcast.
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VOCABULARY FOCUS

Common Internet Phrasal Verbs

It is necessary to back up important files.

log in to write your password in order to use 
the computer or get into an account

I forgot my password, so I can’t log in.

back up to make a copy of the information 
stored on a computer

key in to put information into a computer 
using buttons or a keyboard

To enter, you need to key in the code.

boot up to start the computer working or to 
make it ready to use

It doesn’t take long to boot this computer up.

pop up to appear such as a notification in a 
cellphone or computer

I check my phone when an ad pops up. 

Internet Phrasal Verbs

1. I need to __________ my password to 

access my social media account.

2. It's necessary to __________ your important 

documents to prevent data loss.

3. A notification __________ on my screen, 

reminding me of the upcoming meeting.

4. My old computer takes a while to 

__________ because it is old.

5. Don’t forget to __________ to your online 

banking account to check your balance.

Complete the sentences using the correct phrasal verbs.

8
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VOCABULARY FOCUS

Write the appropriate prefixes to complete the words.

Internet-Related Prefixes 

cyber- involving, using, or relating to 
computers, especially the internet

e.g. cybercrime     cyberbullying

e- ‘e’ stands for electronic; relating to or 
something that is done by computers

e.g. e-mail      e-banking     e-book

net- used to refer to the internet or networks.

e.g. network      netizen     netiquette

web- relating to the World Wide Web or websites

e.g. website    webpage    webmaster

tele- used for remote or distant communication, 
often involving the internet

e.g. telecommuting     teleconference

1. _____portation is instant, imaginary travel 

using special technology or mental powers.

2. A _____page is information on the internet 

about a specific subject and is a part of a 

website.

3. A _____book is a small laptop computer mainly 

designed for internet use.

4. A _____café is a place where people can pay 

to access the internet and computer services.

5. An _____-ticket is a digital travel ticket stored 

on a computer or smartphone, not on paper.

Internet-Related Prefixes 

9
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PRACTICE TIME
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_____________________________________________.

Create new words by writing the correct prefix and use the words to make a sentence. 

1. _____ + site = website + log in = I asked Kia to help me log in to the website

2. _____ + mail = _______ + key in = ______________________________________________.

4. _____ + work = _______ + back up = ___________________________________________.

5. _____ + master = _______ + boot up = _________________________________________.

3. _____ + conference = _______ + pop up = ______________________________________.

web- e- tele- net-

web ________
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY
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A mind map is a graphic organizer that helps us arrange ideas in a logical way. 

There are many different forms.

“A mind map 

can help us 

organize all 

the topic 

vocabulary 

together!”  

CIRCLE MAP BUBBLE MAP DOUBLE BUBBLE MAP

TREE MAP MULTI-FLOW MAP BRACE MAP
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY
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Look at the vocabulary we learned today. 

Which map 

can help us 

organize them? 

A

Vocabulary List

Purpose

Actions

People

Media

chatting     blogging     media sharing     streaming

upload     download     follow     comment     browse     send an emoji     share a meme     go live     take a selfie

content creator     blogger     vlogger     follower     viewer

podcast     social media     website     blog     documentary     journalism     report

CB D
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY
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The tree map is a good choice! Let’s use the map to sketch our ideas! 
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY

Let's examine what the complete map looks like.

chatting

blogging

media sharing

streaming

content creator

blogger

vlogger

follower

viewer

upload

download

follow

comment

browse

send an emoji

share a meme

go live

take a selfie

ActionsPurpose People Media

podcast

social media

website

blog

documentary

journalism

report

Internet
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY

Create a vocabulary mind map about your daily internet engagement.

Option 1

You can draw your own mind map.

Option 2

Find the mind map in your student book and finish it.

Student Book 

Page 16-17
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